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Abstract—The software defect management has become a critical issue with its increasing importance in sensor networks area. In this paper, it focuses on black box approach. Software defects can be found through model based testing. A state diagram is a good dynamic model that can test such a logical error of execution. However, the state diagram has a problem of complexity on the existing states and transitions. It is necessary to derive a state diagram in state based testing and find a method to solve its complexity problems. In order to use state diagram in software testing, its complexity has to be solved without the change of state and transition. This paper suggests a new notation called STMT (State Transition Mapping Tree) to solve the derived complexity without changing the state or transition. It also proposes an STMT automatic generation technique to derive a state diagram from a Java source code automatically. The suggested diagram can improve complexities partially, compared with UML state diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The software defects can be detected through software testing. It is being studied as model-based testing and formal specification-based testing. Recent test techniques have been studied on state diagram. The state diagram plays an important role to understand the behavior of objects in the system and express the behavior pattern of the system dynamically so that it can represent objects clearly and heighten the potentials to complete a system which meets the requests [1]. The state diagram can be a dynamic model to test the logical execution errors and identify the visual behavior pattern of a software system dynamically, using UML State Diagram. However, it can be very complex, depending on the size of software systems [2]. It is necessary to consider how to show a state diagram and it can be accessed as a problem of Depth of the tree structure by applying its concept.

The existing state diagram approaches have solved the complexity by removing or changing the state and transition. They are useful in the field of automatic analysis, but have a limit to increase the danger of deriving unnecessary test cases from the viewpoint of software testing. Also, state based testing needs a derived state diagram which maintains the state and transition and has to solve its complexity. This paper suggests a new notation of STMT (State Transition Mapping Tree), a state diagram generated in order to solve the complexity of the state diagram derived without any change of the state or transition. In addition, it generates the state and transition from the Java source code and suggests an automatic generation technique of STMT with a single class and an STMT state diagram.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 looks at the related studies and Section 3 explained the suggested STMT notation and the automatic generation method. Section 4 compares STMT with UML State Diagram, using the example of Car Audio System and shows an example to generate STMT from the Java source code automatically with the example of Turnstile. Finally, Section 5 describes the conclusion and the future research directions.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Notation

The typical notations of the state diagram are the traditional finite state machine based on Harel's Statechart and the State Diagram [3]. The one refers to a machine with a finite number of states and the other is a method to describe complex reactive systems and event-driven systems and include concurrency, hierarchy, internal events, and global variables. The State Diagram of UML is a method to extend Harel's Statechart notation. It can express the dynamic aspect of the system and appear as an event of the state and transition like the existing state diagram [4].

In addition, the State Diagram of UML has a notation of action and guard, and allows the overlapped state that one state includes the other. The State Diagram of UML provides Construct such as the Inter-level transition in order to model a complex system.

B. Complexity

A variety of studies to measure the complexity of state diagram has been conducted, and the existing ones have been
done to measure the structural characteristics and size of a model. ARACOS Research Group suggests 9 metrics to measure the complexity with the structural characteristics and size of state diagram, and use the proposed Metric of complexity as an assessment standard of understanding state diagram [5-7].

Not only ARACOS Research Group but also studies to measure understanding of the state diagram have been used the main characteristics of cohesion and combination as the main characteristics [8-9]. They have measured the cohesion and combination degree per state, considering a partition, a semantic state unit and the former and/or later conditions, and assessed the understanding degree of the state diagram with the average value of the measured cohesion and combination degree.

This paper uses the state diagram to propose its complexity studies of state as an indicator of the performance evaluation in a method of complexity improvement. Also, it has been studied with such a purpose from the viewpoint of the complexity in the software system itself so that it has used the measurement metric of the existing state diagram.

C. Automatic Generation Method

The studies, which draw a state diagram from a design document or a software system, can be divided into scenario-based ones and non-scenario-based ones. The studies on the derivation of the existing state diagram have been conducted as those to draw a dynamic model primarily from scenarios [10]. Typical scenario-based studies include S. Uchitel and J. Kramer's research, J. Whittle and J. Schumann's, J. Whittle, R. Kwan, and Saboo's [11-13]. The common feature of scenario-based studies is to use Message Sequence Chart and UML Sequence Diagram as a notation for the specification of the scenario. S. Uchitel and J. Kramer's research uses Message Sequence Chart (hereafter MSC) in the specification of the scenario, and on the other hand, J. Whittle and J. Schumann's and J. Whittle, R. Kwan, and Saboo's use UML Sequence Diagram in the specification of the scenario. These scenario-based studies use Sequence Diagram of MSC and UML for the specification of the scenario setting, and then transform the specified MSC and UML Sequence Diagram, using State Vector and Domain Knowledge, and then the state diagram is derived.

The studies on the derivation of the non-scenario-based state diagram specify the information about the state and the state diagram transition, using the specification language such as OCL and ODL of the state diagram itself. They use the specified information to automate the state diagram or change the state and transition to solve the complexity [14-15]. The non-scenario-based studies of state diagram use the specification in order to generate a state diagram and derive it from a class. Also, they require the information about the state and transition in advance, but they neither need Sequence Diagram like scenario-based ones nor ask a specific scenario as a pre-condition.

III. AUTOMATIC GENERATION METHOD OF STMT

State diagram-based software testing needs a derived state diagram of the state and transition and a method to solve the complexity of the state diagram. This section defines the notation of STMT (State Transition Mapping Tree, hereafter STMT) and suggests a technique of its automated generation.

A. Notation

STMT has been studied on the basis of UML State Diagram and its state is marked with state names and data types different from the notation of the existing state diagram because the state action and guard of STMT are assumed to have already been satisfied. Also, STMT Construct such as Inter-level transition and History are provided by UML State Diagram and excluded due to the overlapped ones.

The STMT map is means a single class with more than one state, and they are tied to a map. In other words, a map is a set of states. This paper adds the concept of Map and defines a single class-unit as a map, which is defined to have its sub-states. The type of a map is divided into maps, map nodes, and map roots. Map nodes mean a map which has one as a state inside itself, and map roots refer to the top-level root node. A STMT tree structure is derived, using such maps, and in addition, a state diagram should be drawn as a hierarchical structure so as to derive a tree structure. The relationship between the maps is classified as M, M-MN, and MN-MN Relationships, and M refers to a map, MN a map node, and MR a map root. Map node and Map root have the same internal operation and configuration only with the difference in the existing number of the locations and states. Thus, the definition of the relationship between maps is overlapped with MN, and it becomes unnecessary to define. Each node has its own information, and Map Type means M, MN, and MR, types of nodes here in STMT. Additionally, each node has its own name information, which is consistent with a single class name. A single class defined in the above Definition 1 can be written as a map, and when it is present as a state inside another map. The relevant single class will exist as a state, STMT nodes are derived from each single class when STMT notation is used, and they are referred to as STMT depending on the relationship between the state and the map.

When expressed in STMT, a leaf node refers to a node whose node type is a map, and a root node means a node whose type is a map root. An example written in STMT notation is shown in the following Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Example of STMT.
Fig. 1 marked the relationship between nodes and STMT node names randomly. In addition, the node names were made consistent, and then one figure was added on the basis of the assumption that the relationship between maps and their internal states need to have the same type.

B. Automatic Generation Method

When the tree structure of STMT is used, it is possible to derive the state and transition of STMT from Java source code. Once Java AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) is utilized provided by JDT (Java Development tool), the analysis framework of Eclipse Java Syntax in the case of Java source code, it is also possible to develop an automated tool of STMT generation. In order to implement it, different generation rules of STMT and several assumptions are needed for analyzing Java source code and deriving the state and transition of STMT.

STMT analyzes a single class as far as the unit of method, and it can draw the state and transition, depending on the method type, besides, the definition about the depth value is necessary to establish the relationship between the generated maps. In the basic mapping of the state and transition, the state is the value of property and the transition indicates a behavior (movement) to cause changes so that they are mapped depending on the type of mapping. Also, a map is generated as a unit of a single class and exists as a state in a map node if it is present under another node. Thus, the transition information between map nodes inside themselves become existing in a map node.

The following explains why the behavior to cause changes of a state value in STMT is referred to as a method unit. A single class can be largely expressed as a property and a method, and include different types of syntax as its internal factors. The state diagram of STMT has an interest in the state change as a method unit so that it is not necessary to search for detailed syntax. That is, the type of Method Internal Syntax is limited to be used as a STMT mapping factor because the information about the relationship of Method Sending can be obtained with Return Statement, Expression Statement, and Variable Declaration Statement alone. Several assumptions are required to generate STMT from Java source code, using Java AST of Eclipse JDT on the basis of fundamental definitions of STMT generation. On the basis of such assumptions, necessary information can be derived to generate STMT from Java source code. Moreover, redefinition is required for the class information derived with JAVA AST of Eclipse JDT to be used as necessary information. Then the field of Depth is added to store the depth information to draw from the definition about the map relation in the redefined class information. When it is referred to as CInfo(i), it can map the information about the state and transition needed to generate STMT from CInfo(i).

A mapping algorithm for STMT state search for the information of field which a single class has per each, and then if any information is mapped with STMT, it will be derived and stored in the object of state information. After the mapping for STMT state is finished, the mapping for STMT transition occurs, and the transition in STMT indicates mapping the transition information which can determine Source or Destination as a unit of a single class from the derived CInfo list. The STMT transition mapping requires three types of syntactic analyses are required in the method body, and they are analyzed by the algorithm of STMT syntactic analysis to parse the internal syntax of the method body.

The transition information of STMT is returned as a result of the syntactic analysis. The returned information is stored as the transition of STMT, and the derived state and transition information of the derived STMT is stored as map information of a single class. If any single classes do not satisfy the prior assumption and definition during the mapping process, they are not defined as maps, and only satisfactory single classes are mapped as STMT maps.

Such automatic technique of STMT generation can implement an automated tool to generate STMT from Java source code. It analyzes a source code and derives necessary information to generate STMT, and also, it is used to generate the state diagram between STMTs.

IV. CASE STUDY: COMPARE BETWEEN "UML-STATE DIAGRAM" AND "STMT-STD"

This section presents a case study, which compares State Diagram of UML and STMT notation suggested in this paper, using the state machine of Car System [16] and measures the complexity of each state diagram.

Table 1 shows the definition for the basic state of Car Audio System state machine [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Definition for states of Car Audio System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2] Audio Player: ON(Tuner Mode, CD Mode, Tape Mode), OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3] Tuner Mode: P1, P2, P3, P4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Car Audio System, the sub-state of Audio Player is largely divided into ON and OFF, and the sub-states of ON such as Tuner Mode, CD Mode and Tape Mode indicate that the present sub-state of ON state is chosen respectively. Fig. 3 shows the result represented as the State Diagram of UML with the example of Car Audio System [16].

Figure 2. Car Audio System: UML State Diagram.

The notation of STMT state diagram depends on the depth setting. The part of ON state is represented partially. In other words, it is set as one map in the STMT State diagram, and the Depth can be increased in order to express the internal state of ON.
Fig 3 is the STMT state diagram derived with the value of increased Depth 2 as a standard and the representation of ON can be identified as far as its internal state. Similarly, the sub-state of ON is a map type which has its own internal state, and when expressing such diagrams, Depth can only be set to Depth=3 with the increase of 1. However, Depth 3 is omitted because it derives the same as UML state diagram when Depth is set to 3.

Table 2 shows the result of complexity calculation for the derived UML and STMT state diagrams by the complexity measurement Metric of the existing state diagram [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. COMPLEXITY: “UML STATE DIAGRAM” and “STMT-STD”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UML State Diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STMT-STD(Depth=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STMT-STD(Depth=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STMT-STD(Depth=3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is identified that the complexity of Car Audio System, which is expressed as STMT state diagram, becomes different by the change of Depth, a partial measurement of expression method through Table 2. In other words, the notation of STMT state diagram is seen to improve the complexity of a state diagram partially, and also, if STMT state diagram is expressed as far as the overall inside without the improvement of partial complexity, it can have the same complexity as that of UML state diagram. STMT state diagram improves the complexity of state diagram partially with the use of Depth. Furthermore, it can do it by searching for only the interesting part in Top-Down method.

V. CONCLUSION

Many damage cases are on the rise which has not been properly validated after manufacturing defective products, and have made execution errors, causing a huge quality cost and deadly results in the development of software systems. These software defects can be detected through software testing, and state diagram is a good dynamic model to test logical execution errors. In order to use state diagram in software testing, its complexity has to be solved without the change of state and transition. Therefore, this paper suggested a new notation to solve the complexity of state diagram derived without any change of state and transition, and STMT to generate state diagram based on a single class with the use of a tree structure. Additionally, this paper suggested an automatic generation technique of STMT. It was able to partially improve the overall complexity of state diagram with the suggestion of STMT and proposed an automatic generation technique of STMT which can automate the derivation of STMT from Java source code.

Future research is expected to improve the constraints of automatic generation techniques, and also, it needs to draw test cases from the derived STMT in order to automate software testing.
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